CSSK Parents & Friends invite you to join us for a hands-on soap making workshop.

We’ll be using a “hot process” method to make soap that is ready to use almost immediately. Olive oil, coconut oil and lye will be provided at a cost of $15. Bring your own add-ins, such as essential oils, petals, ground coffee - whatever takes your fancy. We have 2 litre milk containers available to use as moulds but you are welcome to bring your own mould if you prefer a different shape.

Materials provided will make approximately 2 x 2 litre milk containers worth of soap. You are invited to donate a proportion of what you make to the class 3 stall for Spring Fair.

If you are able to bring along a glass mixing bowl, a crockpot or a stick blender, that will allow us to make more batches at the same time. Contact Natalie Stevens or Julie Tisdale (0420 318 255) for more information. Please let us know you are coming so we have enough materials.